
Ref

Takamatsu Airport 

Approx. 60 minutes from

Takamatsu Airport by car

Free

Shopping Area: 8:00-18:00

Tamaki-no-Yu：9:00-21:00

1110-8 Kami Saita, Saita, Mitoyo

0875-67-2614

Lat 34.110146 Lon 133.797969

No holidays

Shopping Area and Tamaki-no-Yu:

Closed on Mondays (If Monday

falls on a public holiday, both are

open)

Multilingual Tools: Not available

Parking lot 3 large, 104 normal, 1

handicapped

Nearby Info
Attached FacilitiesWay Station  Sora-no-Yume Momi-no-Ki Park MIC-spot007

Available

　Located at the intersection of Route 32 and

the main local roads, there are many visitors

who are touring around. The facility is divided

into four attractions: Kutsurogi-no-Sato

(Tamaki-no-Yu and Yu-no-Tani-so

hotsprings), Megumi-no-Sato (shopping area,

direct produce vendors, shops), Manabi-no-

Sato (hometown traditions), Asobi-no-Sato

(Park Golf).

  At Tamaki-no-Yu hotspring, set off a short

way from the way station, there are two types

of bath to enjoy: Ogon-no-Yu (Golden Bath)

and the sodium-rich Hakugin-no-Yu (White

Gold Bath). From the bath you can look out

over the mountains and feel as if you are

bathing in the middle of the forest. There are

also a sauna and a cold water bath. In

addition to a tatami resting room that you can

use for free, there are accommodations at the

Yu-no-Tani-so.

  Popular items here are local vegetables and

fruit, soba flour, wild boar meat and various

prepared dishes. There are many souvenir

options as well.

  Other facilities include a cafe with a fireplace

and a self-service udon restaurant. Don’t miss

the baked potatoes and unique flavors of ice

cream as well.

 Access and Main Routes

Sanuki Toyonaka IC 

Free Wifi: Available

Free

Approx. 20 minutes from Sanuki

Toyonaka IC by car

MIC-spot014

道の駅　たからだの里さいた

180-6 Kami Saita, Saita, Mitoyo

0875-67-3883

http://www.takaradanosato.co.jp/hp/

The location can be checked on a map

online by entering the lat-lon coordinates

into a smart phone connected to the

Internet.

MICHINOEKI  TAKARADANOSATO SAITA (Mitoyo)

 Facility Introduction  Map Info

Way Station Takarada-no-sato Saita 
Hotsprings, accommodation and entertainment are lined up at this way station

 Facility Info

Kagawa Prefecture Tourism Association, Ltd. 


